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This book is a photographic gallery of 52 most inspirational and awakening phrases of love and

wisdom from the 13th century ancient Persian poet, JalÄ•l ad-DÄ«n Muhammad RÅ«mÄ«

(Ø¬Ù„Ø§Ù„â€ŒØ§Ù„Ø¯ÛŒÙ† Ù…ØÙ…Ø¯ Ø±ÙˆÙ…ÛŒ), or more popularly known in the

English-speaking world simply as Rumi. *Please note:  incorrectly estimates the book at "12 pages"

whereas it is around 70 pages - this is being corrected in the system. You will get 52 images plus a

few pages of text**Rumi's message is so universal and inclusive that he has earned the title of "the

most popular poet in America". This is a tribute of immense gratitude and love to Rumi on his 805th

birthday, September 30th 2012.In his poems, Rumi speaks of nothing but love and finding the

answers of life within yourself. He captivated the essence of humanity in his words. The selection of

quotations in this book aspires to show you a glimpse of this message of love, peace, and inward

search for true bliss. Farnoosh Brock was born and raised in Iran and in this book, she brings you

the fusion of her beautiful photography and the wisdom of the beloved Persian poet, Rumi. This is a

celebration of her Persian origins combined with the sense of duty that we must preserve and share

the gifts of our ancestors. You can enjoy this book on your Kindle Fire or on any other device that

runs the FREE Kindle reading apps, such as on your computer or iPad.
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At the end of this engaging book, I felt sad, it would have been exemplary if the pages of beautiful

poetry went on and on. The Rumi qoutes are lovely and thought-provoking being presented along

with photographs which, in themselves, sometimes made me wonder why such-or-such photograph

was chosen to go along with the writing. Still very enjoyable . Read it and see for yourself.

Spectacular choice of highly inspiring phrases combined with breath taking photography.It is my first

encounter with Rumi the poet, and I was blown away by how much he can say, with so little

words.Farnoosh Brock has compiled an excellent choice of his work. Well done!

Farnoosh has brought the poetry of Rumi to life with her beautiful photography in this inspirational

and encouraging book. I was not familiar with Rumi's work before discovering this gem, but am

definitely interested in reading more. The photography that she selected brings new light to Rumi's

words, and the selections she chose will inspire you to live life to the fullest and seek more. This

book will be one of your favorites!

Lovely photo book with some wonderful, inspiring quotes. This will work best on Kindle Fire or other

tablets, rather than an e-ink Kindle. I had never heard of Rumi, so this was also educational in a

sense.

Absolutely stunning work of art. I have enjoyed reading this book and gazing at the pictures several

times now. The pictures revealed the words and the words reveal the photographs. The whole book

spoke to me and I am giving it as a birthday gift to several friends. Bound joy.

This is beautiful and inspiring collection of Rumi's work combined with breathtaking photography by

Farmoosh Brock. It is obviously a labor of love by the author which is meant to be treasured and

enjoyed often.

This is my first Rumi purchase, which I made because the author was native to the middle east, so I

figured the translations would be more authentic and rich. Then I found out she essentially used the

same guy that everybody else uses for her quotes. That was a little disappointing.Overall: This is a



quick read and it might be better if it's not on a kindle app. I prefer quotes with pictures that don't

have people in them because the person becomes the focus of the picture instead of the quote -

especially when it's a random yoga pose.Content: I liked the quotes. I'm still looking for more

authentic translations of Rumi before I rave about his wisdom.

This is a wonderful book of colorful photographs with Rumi's wise sayings -- just as true today as

they were hundreds of years ago.l I only wish I could purchase this as a book for gifts. It is on my

ipad and I love it. It is reasonably priced, and if you purchase it you will do as I do (I know you will)

and refer to it again and again. It is very inspirational.
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